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Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves is a 1991 British–AmericanQ: Git push will not add new files Our team
used to use Source Safe, but was forced to move to a Git repo. I've been doing some teaching and
learning, and am at a loss for what could be causing this issue. A Git repo looks like this (I think?):
/projectA/shared/db/scripts.sql /projectA/shared/db/steps.sql /projectA/shared/db/data.sql I've set up
a folder called github-testing on my desktop and copied the shared folder to it. When I type "git add.
" and "git status" in the test folder, I get the following: $ git status On branch develop Your branch is
ahead of 'origin/develop' by 8 commits. (use "git push" to publish your local commits) nothing to
commit, working directory clean $ git add. $ git status On branch develop Your branch is ahead of
'origin/develop' by 8 commits. (use "git push" to publish your local commits) nothing to commit,
working directory clean If I then type "git push" I get the following: Counting objects: 27, done.
Writing objects: 100% (27/27), 253 bytes, done. Total 27 (delta 0), reused 0 (delta 0) I would
appreciate any feedback/pointers you could give me. Thanks. A: In my case, what I needed to do was
to type the following in my terminal: $ git rm --cached shared $ git add shared $ git commit -
am"Added shared folder" $ git push --all Hope this helps somebody in the future! , what I mean to
say, it was the result of the horror that is American football.” He stopped to take a drink of his coffee
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